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ABSTRACT 

In prototype fast breeder reactor (PFBR), the spent subassemblies (SA) are taken out of the reactor during 

refuelling are stored in spent fuel storage racks. These racks of are immersed in a pool of water in spend 

subassembly storage bay in the fuel building. Guide plates are provided at three elevations in the racks, to 

keep the subassemblies in position and to maintain the gap between the subassemblies. Structural 

integrity of the subassemblies along with the storage racks needs to be ensured under all design basis 

events including earthquakes. In addition to the global responses of the storage racks and subassemblies 

during seismic excitation, the stresses developed in the subassemblies due to rattling of these assemblies 

with the guides in the intermediate plates is a concern which needs to be addressed. The objective of the 

present study is to quantify, the effect of rattling of subassemblies in the storage rack during seismic 

excitations. Storage rack is considered to be in fully filled condition and the response of the rack along 

with subassemblies is analyzed using spectrum compatible time histories for operating basis earthquake 

(OBE) and safe shutdown earthquakes (SSE). The impact forces extracted from the analyses is imposed 

on a detailed shell model of the subassembly, and dynamic stresses developed in the subassembly is 

analyzed.  Analyses indicate that, the effect of seismic induced rattling is slightly dominant in the fuel 

subassemblies located in the central portion of the rack compared to the subassembly at the corner of the 

rack. The stress intensities in the subassemblies are found to be well within the acceptable limits for OBE 

and SSE conditions. 

INTRODUCTION

In prototype fast breeder reactor (PFBR), refuelling is carried out once in 8 months, and the spent 

subassemblies (SA) are taken out of the reactor. After washing, they are stored in spent fuel storage racks. 

These storage racks of are immersed in a pool of water in spend subassembly storage bay (SSSB) located 

in the fuel building. The subassemblies are kept in the water pool till the decay power comes down, so 

that they can be taken out for reprocessing. Guide plates are given at three elevations in the trays, to keep 

the subassemblies in position and to maintain the gap between the spent fuels in the pool. Structural 

integrity of the subassemblies along with the storage racks needs to be ensured under all design basis 

events including earthquakes. The structural integrity of the storage rack is ensured by detailed analyses 

of the rack along with the subassemblies for OBE and SSE loading conditions [1]. In addition to the 

global responses of the storage racks and subassemblies during seismic excitation, the stresses developed 

in the subassemblies due to rattling of these assemblies with the guides in the intermediate plates is a 

concern which needs to be addressed. The objective of the present study is to quantify, the effect of 

rattling of the subassemblies in the storage tray during seismic excitations. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE GEOMETRY AND MODELING 

Spent subassembly storage bay of PFBR is situated at elevation 16 m of the fuel building.  Each SSSB, 

houses three types of storage racks namely, storage rack-A, storage rack-B and storage rack-C. Out of 
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these three types, rack–A is the largest in size with 4.2 m length, 3.42 m width and with a height of 4400 

mm. It holds 127 subassemblies which include both blanket and fuel subassemblies. Storage rack is a 

frame structure made of 50NB-Sch-80 pipe of material 304 L, with three 20 mm thick plates with guides 

to hold the subassemblies in position and maintain the spacing between the assemblies (Figure.1). The 

bottom portion of the rack is reinforced with cross bracings to take care of the bending stresses developed 

during seismic excitations. The subassemblies are arranged in a triangular pitch [2]. The rack is anchored 

to the bottom of the bay by anchor bolts. Mass of each SA is approximately 350 kg. The subassemblies 

are inserted into the rack from top and lowered in to the rack till the bottom point of the SA touches the 

pool bottom floor. The vertical position of the SA is maintained by the guide plates at three locations. 

Guides for SA at top and bottom plates have diameter of 180 mm. The diameter of SA guide at middle 

plate is 210 mm and a typical SA has width across flat surfaces as 131 mm and width across corners as 

151 mm. This means a radial gap of 15 mm is available between SA and the guides if it is exactly at the 

middle position.  

Since rack-A is the largest among all the racks, rack-A along with the subassemblies is modelled for 

performing the rattling study. FE model of the rack along with SA are made in general purpose software 

CAST3M [3]. Storage rack is modelled using pipe elements for columns and beams, and plate elements 

for the intermediate guide plates. The fuel subassemblies are modelled by equivalent beam elements. The 

model of the rack along with the subassemblies is shown in Fig.2.  The gap effect between the guides and 

subassemblies are modelled using gap elements with appropriate gap stiffness and damping. The gap 

stiffness and damping are calculated using the following formula which is applicable for circular tube 

with diameter, D and thickness,  [4]. 
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In the above expression,   is the vocalization stiffness,   is the tangential stiffness, is the tangential 

damping and is the modulus of elasticity.  For calculating the normal contact stiffness between the 

subassembly and spacer, the distance across the flats of SA is taken as the diameter D, of SA.  

The tangential stiffness and damping are not considered for the present study for obtaining conservative 

results.  The fluid -structure interaction effect of the rack along with fuel subassemblies is taken care in 

the form of added mass effect. The densities of the rack and fuel subassemblies are modified to take care 

of the added mass effect of the fluid. To study the impact behaviour of the subassembly with the guide 

plates, subassemblies are selected from various two locations from the rack namely one from the corner 

of the rack and another from the central portion of the rack, and their responses such as stresses and 

impact forces under OBE and SSE loading are quantified.   
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Figure.1 Plan and elevation of Storage rack-A 

RATTLING AND ANALYSIS OF SA UNDER SEISMIC LOADING 

Subassemblies inside the storage rack can be considered as vertical beams, which are restrained vertically 

at the bottom floor and guided at three locations, by the respective guides in guide plates at three 

elevations in the storage rack. These racks may be fully filled; half filled or partially filled depending 

upon various operating conditions during the reactor life. During the operating span of SSSB, the pool 

along with the rack and subassemblies may experience an earthquake of OBE level or in the worst case, 

an earthquake equivalent to SSE level. Hence, the storage rack along with subassemblies must be 
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designed to withstand the vibrations caused by OBE and SSE levels of earthquakes. The structural 

integrity of the rack along with the subassemblies is confirmed by detailed analyses [1] for OBE and SSE 

loading conditions. In these analyses, the subassemblies are considered as laterally restrained at the guide 

locations in the guide plates, without accounting for the gap between the guides and subassemblies. Since 

the possibility of single or multiple impacts creating high local stresses cannot be ruled out, additional 

analyses need to be carried out, to see the effect of rattling under seismic base excitations on fuel 

subassemblies. Since rattling is a time dependent phenomenon, a time history analysis of the rack along 

with the subassemblies are performed using spectrum compatible time histories at the SSSB location in 

the fuel building.  In these analyses, the fuel subassemblies at two locations are selected to model the gap 

effect and to study the rattling behaviour under OBE and SSE conditions. It is assumed that the 

subassemblies are resting in the rack in an inclined position touching the top and bottom guides. The 

assumed gap values which are arrived to get the conservative results are listed in Table.1. 

Figure.1 Finite element model of of Storage rack-A 

Table.1 Clearance details of SA with guide plate 

Location North (in mm) South (in mm) East (in mm) West (in mm) 

Bottom plate 0.08 15 0.08 15 

Middle plate 5 2 5 2 

Top plate 15 0.08 15 15 
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Generation of Spectrum Compatible Time Histories 

Seismic analysis of the spent fuel rack with subassemblies are performed using spectrum compatible time 

histories generated from floor response spectra corresponding to 2% damping for OBE and 4% damping 

for SSE as per ASCE-4-98 criteria [5]. Figure.3 shows the matching of the response spectra of the 

generated time histories with the floor response spectra for OBE with 2% damping and Figure.4 depicts 

the matching of the time history generated response spectrum with floor response spectra for SSE with 

4% damping both in North South direction of excitation.  Time histories whose response spectra closely 

match with the floor response spectra in a conservative manner in the respective directions are selected 

for the analyses for OBE and SSE respectively.  

Figure.3 Spectral Matching of compatible time history in N-S Direction of excitation (OBE) 

Figure.4 Spectral Matching of compatible time history in N-S Direction of excitation (SSE) 
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Time History Analysis of Spent Fuel Rack  

The rattling response of the subassemblies stored in the storage rack of spent fuel storage tray is studied 

by performing time history analyses of the storage rack along with spent fuel subassemblies. Sensitivity 

analyses carried out with rack in 1/4th filled, ½ filled and full filled condition identified that, storage rack 

in full filled condition is the most critical case as far as seismic loading is concerned [1]. Hence, the 

present study is carried out with rack in full filled condition. Out of 127 subassembly locations in rack-A, 

two representative locations are selected (one at the corner and one at the middle of the fuel rack) to the 

study the rattling phenomena under seismic loading conditions. The gap effect between the SA and the 

guide plate is modelled using the nonlinear contact algorithm available in CAST3M which calculate the 

impact forces generated during the seismic excitation. It can be noted that, subassemblies are modelled as 

equivalent beams and rack is modelled with pipe and plate elements for the time history analysis 

Analysis is carried out by simultaneously applying the spectrum compatible time histories   in the 

orthogonal directions (NS, EW and vertical). Time histories used for the analysis is of 20 s duration in 

accordance with the time duration of design time histories for PFBR. Impact forces at the subassembly 

guide plate locations are extracted for the two identified subassemblies (one near the corner of the rack 

and another at the central location of the rack). Figure.5 and Figure.6 show the typical contact force 

distribution at the corner subassembly, at the SA-guide contact locations in North south direction, for 

OBE and SSE excitations respectively.  

(a)                                                                        (b) 

(c)

Fig.5 Impact force Time history at guide plate SA interface (at corner location)  in NS direction for 

OBE; (a) Bottom Plate location; (b)Middle plate location; (c) top plate location 
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(a)                                                                                               (b) 

(c)

Fig.6 Impact force Time history at guide plate SA interface (at corner location)  in NS direction for 

SSE; (a) Bottom Plate location; (b)Middle plate location; (c) top plate location 

Structural integrity assessment of spent fuel subassemblies under seismic   loading 

To assess the effect on structural integrity of the fuel subassembly due the rattling of the SA with the 

storage rack under seismic excitation, a shell model of the SA is made in CAST3M, and dynamic analysis 

of SA is carried out by imposing the impact forces generated at the SA-guide interface due to the rattling 

at the respective node locations of the SA. Since the subassemblies are simply supported at bottom most 

point in axial direction, one node at the bottommost point is hinged for the analysis. Analysis is carried 

out for two cases. Case-1: using the force time histories obtained from the impact analysis of SA at the 

corner of the rack and Case.2: using the force time histories obtained from the impact analysis of SA at 

the central portion of the rack. The stress intensity distributions at the bottom of the SA are extracted and 

the maximum values are listed in Table.2 for corner and central subassemblies for OBE and SSE 

conditions respectively. Figure.7 depicts the dynamic stress intensity distribution for OBE for corner and 

central subassemblies. Similarly, Figure.8 depicts the stress intensity distribution for SSE loading 

conditions for the above two cases.  
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(b)

Fig.7 Dynamic stress Intensity under OBE loading; (a) SA at corner of the rack; (b) SA at the central 

position of the rack  
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Fig.8 Dynamic stress Intensity under SSE loading; (a) SA at corner of the rack; (b) SA at the central 

position of the rack 
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Table .2 Analysis of SA with fixed boundary conditions 

Loading

Maximum impact force (N) 
Maximum Stress Intensity, 

Pm+Pb   (MPa) 
Allowable Stress 

intensity (1000C)

MPa
Corner SA Central SA Corner SA Central SA 

OBE 2.2×104 2.8×104 60 84.5 350 

SSE 3.6×104 4.0×104 140 166 700 

CONCLUSIONS 

Analysis for rattling of spent fuel subassembly in the spent fuel storage rack under seismic excitations is 

carried out to confirm the structural integrity of the spent subassemblies. Analysis is performed for base 

excitations corresponding to safe shutdown earthquake and operating basis earthquake. Storage rack-A, 

which is the largest rack in the spent fuel storage bay is considered for analyzing the response of the spent 

subassembly to the rattling under seismic excitation. Storage rack is considered to be in fully filled 

condition, and the response of the rack along with subassemblies is analyzed using spectrum compatible 

time histories for OBE and SSE. The rack is modelled using plate and pipe elements and the 

subassemblies are modelled as equivalent beam elements. The impact forces developed at SA-guide plate 

interface are extracted for two subassemblies; one at the corner of the rack and the other at the central 

location of the rack, to estimate the response variation due to the spatial positions of the subassemblies.  

The impact forces extracted from the analysis are imposed on detailed shell model of the fuel 

subassembly and dynamic stresses developed in the SA, due the impact forces are analyzed. Analyses 

indicate that, the effect of seismic induced rattling is slightly dominant in the fuel subassemblies located 

in the central portion of the rack compared to the subassembly at the corner of the rack.  The stress 

intensities in the subassemblies are found to be well within the acceptable limits for OBE and SSE 

conditions.
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